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Abstract 
We propose a new method (SQM) for numerical integration of ~ functions (0~ E (0, 2]) defined on a convex subset C 
of R d with respect o a continuous distribution #. It relies on a space quantization of C by a n-tuple x := (x~ .... ,xn) E C n. 
f f dp is approximated by a weighted sum of the f(Xi)'s. The integration error bound depends on the distortion E~'~'(x) 
of the Voronoi tessellation of x. This notion comes from Information Theoretists. Its main properties (existence of a 
minimizing n-tuple in C n, asymptotics of minc,, E~ "~' as n --, +o~) are presented for a wide class of measures/~. A simple 
stochastic optimization procedure is proposed to compute, in any dimension d, x* and the characteristics of its Voronoi 
tessellation. Some new results on the Competitive Learning Vector Quantization algorithm (when ~---2) are obtained as a 
by-product. Some tests, simulations and provisional remarks are proposed as a conclusion. © 1997 Elsevier Science B.V. 
All rights reserved. 
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O. Introduction 
High-dimensional numerical integration is a major problem of Computational Mathematics and 
Physics (Financial Engineering, Neutronics, Boltzmann equation, etc.). Usual implemented meth- 
ods rely on as various fields as Numerical Analysis, Linear Algebra, Number or Ergodic Theory. 
However, mainly because of the Monte-Carlo method, this topic is strongly related with Numerical 
Probability as well. The aim of this work is to propose and to investigate a new "hybrid" method 
for multi-dimensional numerical integration based on a space quantization and requiring a stochastic 
optimization. 
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Roughly speaking, two main kinds of methods are encountered in the literature to numerically 
integrate a real-valued function defined on a multi-dimensional space (the functions are usually 
defined on [0, 1]d or at least on a convex subset C c Ed). 
The first one relies either on the Strong Law of Large Numbers (pseudo-random numbers) or 
on deterministic uniformly distributed sequences (cf. [20, 26]). It consists in making up an infinite 
[0, 1]d-valued sequence ~ ~- (~n)n>~l  satisfying 
f (~ l )+ ' "+f (~, )___~ f[0 f (u l , . . . ,ua)du l . . .dua  as n~+oo 
n ,1 ],/ 
for a wide class of functions. 
When ~ is a sequence of (pseudo-)random numbers the method is known as the Monte-Carlo 
method and the mean asymptotic error goes to 0 at a 1/v/-n rate whenever f is Lebesgue integrable. 
When ~ is a deterministic uniformly distributed sequence, the algorithm is called a quasi-Monte- 
Carlo method. Such deterministic sequences usually prove to be an orbit (Tk(x))k>~o f  an underlying 
uniquely ergodic transform T defined on [0, 1] a. Most usual transforms prove are representations on
[0, 1] a of some rotation on an Abelian group (see [5]). The distribution quality or regularity of 
a [0, lid-valued n-tuple is often measured by a modulus called discrepancy (at the origin). For 
some infinite sequences the discrepancy of their first n terms vanishes at a O(lnd(n)/n) rate (see 
Section 4). They are called sequences with low discrepancy. Furthermore, this modulus bounds the 
integration error of a special class of functions called functions with finite variations. 1 This result 
is known as the Koksma-Hlawka inequality. Unfortunately, as soon as d/>2, the finite variation 
assumption becomes both uneasy to handle and difficult to fulfill. Roughly speaking, such functions 
are very smooth in the sense that they have d order partial derivatives on [0, 1] d (see Section 4). 
On the other hand, when dealing with some functions satisfying a usual Lipschitz condition, a 
far less interesting rate O((lnd(n)/n)(l+(2-d)+)/(d+l)) holds (see Section 4). For some comprehensive 
background on sequences with low discrepancy, see [26]. 
When the function f is naturally defined on [0, 1] d, the power of both quasi- and standard-Monte- 
Carlo methods lies in their simple implementation a computer, once the sequence ¢ is specified. 
However, they also admit some noticeable drawback for the user. Thus, lengthy enough sequences 
of true random numbers are not available and the statistical properties of the finite sequences of 
pseudo-random numbers are always subject o discussions. On the other hand, deterministic uniformly 
distributed sequences suffer from the lack of accurate numerical bounds for the integration error: the 
numerical version of the theoretical bounds of the discrepancy are usually meaningless because the 
constant in O are always highly over-estimated. Furthermore, none of these methods fully take 
into account he standard regularity of the integrated functions ((~1 (~22 (~. ,  .). By the way, the 
classical Monte-Carlo method is mostly famous for its efficiency when dealing with highly non 
regular functions! 
The second kind of methods is to use some pointwise weighted sum. It is outlined below in a 
rather general setting. Let C be a (convex) set in ~d and p(dco I .... ,dco d) a (finite) nonnegative 
measure on C. The first step consists, for a fixed n, to find out a modulus E,(xl . . . . .  x,) and some 
i f has finite variations on [0, |]d if it is the distribution function of a signed measure /t.
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weights rci(x) depending on a n-tuple x := (xl,...,x~) so 
as  f f( o . . . . .  tod)#(dco1,...,dogd)-- y~ rci(x)f(x,) 
l <~i <<.n 
<<. c ( f )  x E,(xt ..... xn) 
for a wide class of functions f (s.t. c( f )  is finite!). 
The second step is to find some n-tuples that makes the modulus En(x~,... ,Xn) as small as possible. 
The most famous example of such points is the family of Gauss points on ([0, 1], dx) that integrate 
polynomial and analytic functions with a remarkable accuracy (see [30]). So far, most of these 
methods rely on an algebraic or arithmetical approach and are limited to simple supports like [0, 1] a, 
hyper cylinders or spheres (see [30]). Thus, the Hammersley method (see [20]) on [0, 1] a shows the 
existence of n-tuples for which E~--= O(lnd-l(n)/n) when f has finite variation finite on [0, 1] a and 
E~ = 0 n 
when f is Lipschitz. These n-tuples are made up from some (d -  1)-dimensional infinite sequences 
with low discrepancy. 
It must be noticed that the natural idea consisting in minimizing the modulus En is untractable 
as the function (xl ..... Xn) ~ En(xl,... ,x~) is generally not regular enough (actually not even con- 
tinuous). 
In this paper, a new method is developed, called Space Quantization Method (SQM) to approx- 
imate multi-dimensional integrals. It naturally belongs to the second kind of methods. However, its 
field of application is wider than other weighted sum methods as it works for numerical integration 
on any (convex) subset of •d regardless of its shape. 
Let bt be a Borel probability on a convex set C c R a (not necessarily compact). Like for the 
Monte-Carlo method, any practical application of the method requires p to be simulatable on a 
computer. Our approach divides in two steps. 
- Definition and study of an error bound modulus for numerical integration which is naturally 
"adapted" in any dimension d to the usual regularity of functions, i.e., c~-regularity: ~-hrlder if 
ct E ]0, 1], (~ - 1 )-h61der derivative if ~ E ]1,2], etc. This modulus, denoted E~'U(x), is defined at 
every x :-- (Xl,... ,x~) E (~d)~ using the Vorono'i tessellation of the n-tuple, the measure p and the 
regularity index ct. It turns out that E~,,~(x) is a very familiar object to specialists in Information 
Theory or Automatic Classification. It is known in that fields as the (ct,#)-distortion of x (or 
of its Voronoi tessellation) and has been extensively investigated in the past years (see, e.g., 
[1, 16, 33]). The necessary material about distortion, including some concise proofs, is presented 
in Sections 2, 3.1 and 4, only in view of numerical integration. 
- Optimization of the distortion E~,~(x) using a stochastic gradient descent; computation of the 
characteristics of the "optimal" Vorono'i tessellation (see Sections 6 and 7). This phase seems 
new, even in the Information Theory field, at least when the dimension d >I 2: some optimization 
algorithms for the distortion have been designed - -  the so-called Lloyd's methods (see, e.g., 
[17, 32]) - -  but they turn out to be untractable in multiple dimension. This phase is clearly 
crucial to our method and it must be noticed that, if Information Theory provides many results 
about minE.  ~'~', very little seems to be known on the geometrical structure of argmin E,~ '~. 
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Anticipating the results of Section 4, let us mention right now what are the main advantages of 
the Space Quantization Method for numerical integration: 
• When d- -1 ,  #= U([0,1]) and ~E(0,2], all the moduli E~ '~ reach their minimum at x* := 
((2k - 1)/2n)l~k~n (see Section 4) and E~'~(x*) -- 1/(~ + 1)(2n) ~. Then, one may derive all the 
classical upper-bounds for one-dimensional numerical integration 
l"k~ (~n 1 ) fo' {[[f'll/4n if f is cgt([0, 1]), 
= f - f(u)du <<, 11f,,]l/24n2 if f is c42([0, 1)]. 
At this stage it is important to note that the error bounds based on the discrepancy (derived from 
the Koksma-Hlawka inequalities) do not embody the above ~2 result: it cannot ake into account 
any regularity higher than cgl. 
• When d~>2 and /~=-U([0, 1]a), the error bounds of the method have a Oa(n -~/a) rate for ~ ' -  
functions, ~ E ]0, 2]. The best constants are explicitly upper-bounded by some numerically reason- 
able estimates (e.g., c£,,d :=(d/12)~/2). Indeed, there are some striking discrepancy estimates for 
some n-tuples coming from Number Theory, however, one must keep in mind that they only apply 
to functions with finite variations which are never met in real problems. As far as c£~-functions 
are concerned, the corresponding upper-bounds obtained with n-tuples with low discrepancy 
(o((lna~(n))~/(~+a))) 
(see Section 4) are asymptotically worse than ours. 
• When d >/1 and/~ is a probability measure with compact support (assumed w.l.g, to be contained 
in [0, 1]a), the existence of n-tuples x = (xl . . . . .  x,) such that E~'J'(x)<<,(d/4)~/2n-~/a for c~E ]0,2] 
is established. Then the "#-specific" optimization procedure allows to improve this first general 
bound (especially concerning the constant). 
• When /~ has an unbounded support, we provide a direct approach either for one- or multi- 
dimensional integration, namely, if # has an ~(~ + 1) + e-moment and f is ~ ,  we show that 
numerical integration by space quantization works with the same asymptotic error bounds as in 
the compact case. 
The natural way to apply the SQM method is to make up once for all some tables of the optimal 
n-tuples (along with the characteristics of their Voronoi tessellation), n E { 1,..., N}, for the frequently 
used distributions /~ (e.g., #(du) := U([0, 1] a, Jt/'(0;Ia),...). 
When ~ -  2, the derived stochastic optimization procedure is but the Competitive Learning Vector 
Quantization algorithm, which is widely used in Automatic Classification (see [19]): the components 
x* of a minimal n-tuple can be seen as prototypes of the distribution # (actually this point of view 
concerning x* is very similar to that of Information Theory). A by-product of this work is to provide 
- -  in that setting - -  a quantitative measure of the notion space quantization (see Section 3.2) based 
on the rate of weak convergence property of the Voronoi tessellation of the n-tuples of prototypes. 
Finally, some a.s. convergence r sults are established in Section 6 when the distribution /~ has a 
compact support. As far as we know, these are the first of that kind for this stochastic algorithm: 
the difficulty comes from the fact that the standard theory for stochastic gradient algorithm does 
not work here as the gradient ~7E~'~ is singular at n-tuples having aggregates and the potential E~ '~ 
is not coercive. The case of noncompactly supported istributions /~ is not investigated, although 
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simulations with such distributions (see Section 7) are quite satisfactory. There is no real doubt that 
similar results for ~ # 2 can be obtained, even if the algorithm then loses some stability property. 
This work is organized as follows. Section 1 below describes the theoretical frame of the space 
quantization method. Section 2 contains the results about the Vorono'f Tessellation and the (#,~)- 
distortion that are necessary for numerical integration (existence of a minimum, space regularity, etc.) 
are presented. The results about numerical integration itself and quantization make up Section 3. In 
Section 4 are derived some asymptotic estimates for minc,, E~ 'u for various distributions #, including 
the U([0, l] a) distribution. A comparison with the discrepancy modulus is carried out. Section 6 
is devoted to the a.s. convergence of the stochastic minimization of E~ '~. Several technicalities 
are encountered because ~7E~,U is singular. Simulations and provisional remarks are developed in 
Section 7. 
Throughout this work, supp(#) will denote the support of the probability measure #. 
1. Description of the problem 
Let: 
• # be a Borel probability measure on (~d,~(Ra)), simulatable on a computer, 
• the (closed and convex) state space C :--Conv(supp(#))C ~d (convex hull of supp(#)), 
• a n-tuple x:=(Xl .... ,xn)EC ~. 
The question to be investigated is: "How to approximate fc f  d# knowing f and its regularity, but 
none of its (possible) derivatives?" 
In several results below the notion of strongly continuous measure will be useful. 
Definition 1. The measure # is strongly continuous if VH, hyperplane of R a, #(H)=-O. Note that, 
if # is strongly continuous, then 
• supp(#) is infinite, 
• the convex hull C of supp(#) has a nonempty interior (recall that 0 iff there is some hyper- 
plane H containing C). 
Notations. Let Dn := {x E (Rd) n I xi #x j  iff i # j}  be the set of n-tuples with pairwise distinct com- 
ponents. 
The symbol (.[.) will denote the canonical inner product on ~d and H. H the related Euclidean 
norm.  
2. Voronoi" tessellation and (#, ~)-distortion 
Definition 2. Let x= (x l , . . . ,x , )ED, .  The family of open sets defined by 
C,(x) = {u c I IIx, - ull < IIxk - ull, if k # i}. 
is called the Vorono~ tessellation of C related to x. The Ci(x), 1 <<.i~n, are the tessels. 
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I f x~D~,  any J c{1  ..... n} satisfying Vk, IEJ ,  xk :x t :=x j  and VkEJ ,  lq~J, xk~xt  is called 
an aggregate of components ofx. So, Cj(x):= {u E c I IIx  - ull < Ilxk - ull}, if k ~J} denotes the 
tessel related to the aggregate J. 
The following properties of a tessellation are straightforward (items (a) and (c) strongly depend 
on the Euclidean orm). 
Proposition 3. The Vorono~" tessellation related to x E D, satisfies: 
(a) Every tessel Ci(x) is a convex set (since C is), 
(b) Ci(x) is an open set in C, 
(C) / f  Ci(x ) ~ 0 then, Ci(x ) = { u E C I Vj # i, IIx, - ull ~< Ilxj - ull } c Ci(x ) L) (Uj~i Hij ) where Hij 
denotes the median hyperplane between x~ and xj. 
These properties till hold for the tessels of an aggregate when x ~ Dn. 
The notion of distortion defined below will actually be the a priori error bound for numerical 
integration of smooth functions in the next section. 
Definition 4. (a) Let # be a probability distribution on C. The (p, 0Q-distortion (of the tessellation) 
related to x E (Ea)~ is defined by 
E~'~(x):= fc lmin I lxi-  col[~#(d~o)(<+~ if f Ilcoll~#(dco)<+c~). (1) 
(b) When C is a compact set, it is useful to define too the geometrical distortion by 
A~(x):= sup min Ilxi-~oll 
coEsupp(#) 1<<.i<~n 
(when C is not a compact set, this #-distortion is conventionally set to +~. )  
Note that whenever # is strongly continuous, E~ 'u reads on the Voronoi tessellation 
E~'"(x) = ~ fc,(x) Ilxi- c°"~#(dc°)" 
i=1 
The proposition below states on the regularity (in x) and the monotonicity (in n) of E~'~(x). 
Proposition 5. (a) For every f ixed x E C", (E~'~(x)) 1/~ T Au,(x) as ~T+~. 
(b) Assume that supp(#) is infinite and # admits an s-moment. Then the function x ~-~ E~ ,~ is 
continuous on (Ru) n and reaches its minimum value on C ~, i.e., 
inf E~ '~ : minE~ ''. 
( ~,1 y, C" 
Furthermore, the sequence 
n HminE~ ''
C n 
decreases to 0 and argmin(a,,),, E~'~ is a subset of  Dn. 
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(c) Assume that supp(/~)= C (and I~ has an a-moment). Then: 
(i) argrnin(~,,~, E , ~ C C" ND.. 
(ii) argminlocc. E. ~'~ CD.  where argminlocc,, En ~'~ := {local minima of E~. 'u on C"}. 
Remark  6. The function A, ~ is only lower-semi-continuous (1.s.c. from now on) on (~d), as the 
supremum of continuous functions. All other statements in the above items (b)-(c)  remain true 
with mutatis mutandis A~. 
If card (supp(/z))= n, k ~ minc,, E~ '~ is decreasing as long as k ~<n. Finally minE, ~'~ = 0. 
Proof. (a) is obvious. 
(b) The continuity of E~ '" is obvious. Let rCc be the projection on the closed convex set C. For 
every x E(Rd) ~, E~'U((nc(Xi))l<.i<,)<<.E~'~(x) as rCc is 1-Lipschitz. Then, the proof relies on an 
induction on n. 
If n --- 1, x ~ f IIx - o~ll~(do~) is continuous and goes to infinity as Ilxll goes to infinity; so it 
reaches its minimum at least at some C-valued point. 
Assume now that there is some x* :=(x* . . . . .  x*)ECnND,  that belongs to argrninE, ~'~. Let 
z E supp(/~)\{x*, l<<.i<<.n} (nonempty). One sets x ~"+~) :=(x*,.. . ,x*,z). C,+t(x t"+l)) is a nonempty 
open set so /~(C~+l(X(~+l)))#0 and minl~</~<,+l IIx  "+1) -  coll~<min~</~<, IIx *- ~11 ~, with a strict 
inequality(< ) on C,+l (x(n+~)). 
Set Ko+~ := {E2~ <<.E2J'~(x("+~))}. Kn+l is bounded as, using Fatou's lemma 
lim inf E,+l (X l , . . . ,  Xn+l) ~ lim inf min 
IIx, II+-+llx,,+, I1-+ . . . .  , Itx, II+--+llx,,+, I1~+~ 1<~i<~n+t 
>/minE~ '  >E~+~(x("+ ' ) ) .  
C n 
IIx  - o ll z (d o) 
So, g~+l is a compact set on which En~l reaches its minimum, which, in turn, is obviously an 
absolute minimum for ~'" E ,+1 o Furthermore minc,,+, E~_u~ < E.~_~ l (x ("+1)) < minc,, E~'" which now implies 
that " ~ ~ argmm E ,~l C D,+I. This completes the induction. 
To establish the convergence of minc° E~ '' to 0, we just need to consider the sequence x (") of 
n-tuples made up with the first n terms of an everywhere dense C-valued sequence: E~'~(x (n)) goes 
0 and is greater than minc,, E~';'. 
(c) If supp(#)= C and some component x; of a n-tuple x E (Rd) ~ both has a nonempty tessel 
Ci(x) and lies outside C then E~';'((~Zc(Xi))l<~i<~n)<E~'U(x). So any n-tuple in argminE~,' lies in C". 
If x ~D~, taking z C supp(#) arbitrarily close to an aggregate in the above proof of item (b), 
implies that x cannot be a local minimum. [] 
Application (compact settin9): When C is a compact set, item (b) implies that min A~ J. 0 as n 
+~ so, for a large enough n, minc,, A, ~ < 1. Then statement (a) implies that, for any x (n) E argmin A, ~, 
V~>0 minE~ ''~ ~< E~'~(x (n)) <<. AU. . 
C n 
Subsequently, for large enough n, ~ ~-+minc,, E ~'~ decreases to 0 with a O(p ~) rate. 
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3. Numer ica l  integrat ion and space quant izat ion 
3.1. Integration on the Vorono? tessellation 
Let p E 3~ and a E [p, p 4- 1 [. The set of cg~-functions on C is defined by 
cg~(C) := { f  E cg(C) n cgp(~) such that f(P) is (~ - p)-hSlder}. 
The H61der coefficient of f is denoted [ f ]~,  ~E]0 ,  1]. "0-h61der" will mean continuous (set 
[f]0 := Ilfll ). 
Propos i t ion 7. Let f E (g~(C), ~ E ]0,2], x C C" and let tt be a strongly continuous distribution 
having an a-moment. 
(a) 0 < ~ ~< 1: ] fc f dtt - ~i'=, tff G(x ) ) f (x~ )l <<. [f]~E~'~(x ). When ~ -- 1, the above inequality still 
holds if f is simply Lipschitz. 
(b) 1 <~<2:  I f c fdp  -- Ein=l #(Ci(x))f(xi) 4- EiL1 f'(xi).fc,(x)(Omeg a - x i )p (dco) ]  <~ 
[f']~_lE~'U(x). The above inequality is still valid for ~ =2 if f '  is Lipschitz. Moreover if f is 
t cg2, the result holds with  llf"ll  instead of [ f ' ]v  
(c) In the above inequalities, one may put (Eff'~(x)) ~//~ instead of E~"(x) for any fl >~ ~ (e.g. 
= 2) whenever # has a fl-moment. 
Proof. (a) # is strongly continuous, so f c fd t t= ~=1 fc,(~)fd# • Hence 
~__1 t2(Ci(x))f(xi)- fc fd/t~< ~,=, fc,~x) If(co) - f(xi)ll~(d~o)<.[f]~E2'U(x). (2) 
(b) If ~> 1, f is ~1 and the bounded increments formula implies 
E <(x), If(og) - f (x , )  - f ' (x i ) . (a~ - x i ) l  ~ - x, II sup Ilf'(z) - f ' (x i ) l l  
zE(~o,x,) 
llO  --  x,  llL 
If ~ = 2, the Taylor-Lagrange works. (c) is obvious. [] 
In view of these rather elementary bounds, it is obviously useful to compute some element of 
argminE~ '  so as to minimize the error made when approximating f c fd l t  by 
n 
fc f dtt ~ ~ #(Ci(x))f(xi) 
i= l  
at least when f is c£~, 0 < ~ ~< 1. 
However, following (c), minimizing E~ '~ for some f l> 1 - say, e.g., f l=2  - can be satisfactory 
too. In Section 3.4 below, this approach will be extended to cg~-functions, 1 < ~ ~<2, but only for 
some specific n-tuples x. 
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3.2. Space quantization 
It is possible to derive from Proposition 7(a) a simple rigorous definition of the "space quantiza- 
tion". This notion is commonly used in Automatic Classification but not satisfactorily defined. Let 
(c) 
~. denote the weak convergence of probability measures on C (i.e., along the bounded continuous 
functions on C). 
Proposition 8 (Definition of the quantization). (a) Let ~>0,  let x (") E C", n >>. 1 be a sequence of  
n-tuples satisfying E~'l~(x (n)) ---* 0 when n ~ +co. Then 
n 
It(n) Z (n) * 6x (c) := It(Ck(x " ) )  I°~.. ;.It when n---~+c~. (3) 
k=l 
Every sequence (x(")),>~l satisfying (3) is called a It-quantization of  C. 
(b) So, every sequence (x(n)),>.~ s.t. x ~") E argminE, ~'~, n ~> 1, is a It-quantization of  C. 
Proof. The set Lip~(C) of Lipschitz functions with compact support defined on C characterize the 
weak convergence on C. Let f E Lip~(C); f being ~-h61der, for ~ E (01], Proposition 7 yields, 
fC -- fc ~A1 (n) f dItCn) f dIt <. [f]~^lE, (x ) ~ [f]~Al(E~(x("))) (~AI)/~ "~+?~ O. [] 
3.3. Regularity of  E~ "~ (~ >_. 1) and applications 
The proposition below extends and substantially simplifies a first result of differentiability proposed 
in [19] when ~ = 2 and It is absolutely continuous on a compact set. 
Proposition 9. (a) I f  ct > 1 and It has an or-moment, E~'" & cont&uously differentiable at every 
x = (xl,... ,xn) E D, such that #(UT=l dCi(x)) = O. Furthermore 
~TE~'/~(x):tx (fci [Ixi- (DllCt-' x i -  °) )1 ( 0 ) IIx   oll It(dog) convention: II011 :-- 0 . (4) <~i<~n 
The result still holds i f  ~= 1 provided that #({xi})=0, 1<.i<.Gn. So, i f  c¢ >~ 1 and It is strongly 
continuous, E~ "~' is continuously differentiable on D,. 
(b) In particular argminE~ ''  C { V'E~'" = 0}. Furthermore, if supp(It) = C, argminlocc. E~'" C 
{ VE~ '~ = 0}. 
Proof. (a) For every ~oEC, one sets e,~(x, ¢9) := minl~<k<n I lxk- =. It is obvious that, if ~o£ 
Ui"=l OCi(x) (and to#xi,  i= 1,. . . ,n when ~= 1), 
(x, ) = : !
Xk 1 (D 
&  llxk  oll /1 <.k<-Gn 
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So (Oe~/dx)(x, co) exists p(dco)-a.s. On the other hand, as lu ~-  v~l<~max(u~- ' ,v~- ' ) lu -  v I. If 
u, v >~ 0, ~/> 1, one has, for every x, y lying in a compact set K C C", 
le~,(y, co) - e],(x, co)l ~< e max(e~-' (x, co), e~,-'(y, co))le~(x, co) - el(y, co)l, 
<  (llcol[ + max Ilyk -xkl l  
I ~k<~n 
where c~ denotes a positive constant related to the boundedness of K. So, e~(., o)) is  (ll 
Lipschitz. This Lipschitz constant is p-integrable, hence the differentiability. The continuity on D~ 
straightforwardly derives from the Lebesgue continuity theorem of integrals. 
(b) follows from Proposition 5. [] 
Remark 10. If x f~D,, (~E~,'U/~xi)(x) (continuously) exists for any index i whose component X i is 
"single". 
If ~E]0,1], E, ~'~ is ~-hrlder (use that Ix ~ - y~l<~lx - y[~ if ~<1).  
This differentiability cannot be improved as shown by the following counter-examples: 
3 - Let C = [0, 1], n = 2, p = ½ (60 + 61/2 Jr  61 ), ~ ~ 1 and x* = (¼; ~ ). It is clear that ~CI (x*) = 0C2(x* ) 
= {½} and an easy computation shows that 
_ _  _ _  '~ 2 ( X*  O~ 
0x~- (x*)--3.4~_1, ~?x+ (x*)=0,  c3x2 (x*)=0,  ~ , )-- 3.4~_1. 
- If p = 6xo then El'U(x ) = Ilx - x011 is obviously not differentiable at x0. 
The first application of Proposition 9 is to improve the results about the location of (local) minima, 
this time with respect o the boundary of C. 
Proposition 11. Let ~ >>. 1, let p be a strongly continuous probability measure having an a-moment. 
Then 
o 
(a) argminE~," n C" ~ ~) (and argminE~ ' c { V'E, ~'~ = 0} n D,), 
o 
(b) I f  supp(p) = C then argmin E~ '~' C argminlocc. En ~'~' C C n n { V'E~ '~' = 0} n D,. 
Proof. Let x* E argminE~ ' . It follows from Proposition 5(c) that x* ED, .  Assume now that one 
x* E aC. E~'U(x *) is invariant by permutation of the components of x*, so one may assume w.l.g. 
that it is x*. The convex set C admits at x* (at least) one tangent hyperplane H~ at x* satisfying 
X* C H1 and H1 n C = 1~. 
There exists some ortho-normal basis (el,.. .  ,e d) of ~d such that e I E H~ and C C x* + R+e IO~e20 
• .. ® Re d. For notational convenience we keep the same notation for the coordinates. The point x* 
is in particular a minimum along the x* + R+e ~ axis, i.e., 
0E" '"0x I (x* )= e I[X  -- (DII u-I X 'I -- 0)1 
C,(x*) I[X* - TI #(dega) 
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Hence, the two statements below are simultaneously satisfied, 
JC X~'I - -  (.0 I IIx,* - #(dega) >>. 0 and Cl(X*) C C C {off ~>x*" }. 
IIx,* o'11 
Subsequently Cl(x*)C {091 =x *'j } p-a.s.. Two cases have to be inspected: 
(a) p being strongly continuous, la(Cl(X*))= O. Let us show that Cl(x*) has a nonempty interior. 
o 
1 " Let/9 := ~ mmg#j Ilx* -x~* It > 0 (x* E Dn) and C1 := B (x*; p) N C c C1 (x*). C'l ~ ¢ as x* lies in it and 
C'~ cannot be supported by a hyperplane: if such was the case the whole convex C would be as well, 
now C has a nonempty interior. Subsequently, the convex set 6~1 does have a nonempty interior, 
o ~ o ~,  , , 
i.e., B(x*;p)NCT~O. Let x* EB(x*;p)MCT~) and 2" :=(x, ,x 2 ,...,x~ ). As p(Cl(x*)) = O, 
f 
E~'~(£ * ) = ~ [ rain 112" - col[~#(do)), 
i=2 fl C,(x* ) k 
n 
so 2 '  E argminE~ ' '. It works the same way round for all the ~3C-valued components. 
(b) If supp(p)= C, C~(x*)M {co ~ >x *'1} is empty. So Cl(x*)C{e) ~ =x*'l}. Resuming the above 
argument implies that the convex set C itself is contained inside {off = x *'1 } which is not compatible 
with the assumption C ~ !~. So x* E C. This proof still works for a C"-valued local minimum. [] 
3.4. Back to numerical integration (~ E [1,2]) 
If x* E argminE 2'~, following Propositions 5(c) and 9, x* EDn so g7E~'U(x*)=0, i.e., for every 
i E {1 ..... n}, fc,(x*)(x*-co)p(de)) = 0. Hence a substantial improvement of Proposition 7(b) provided 
by the following theorem. 
Theorem 12. Let ~E [1,2], C a convex subset of R a with a nonempty interior, I~ a distribution 
supported by C, having an 2-moment and x* E argminE~ ' . Then, for every f E ~(C) ,  one has 
/~ ) ) f ( x* ) / \ ~/2 
¢-. 
, ~ * km!nE2,U ) • f@-  (5) 
i=1 
I f  f E~2(C) (5) holds with ½11f'll  instead of [f'],. 
Remark 13. If ct E (0, 1], inequality (5) still holds with [ f ] ,  (see Proposition 7(a)!). 
Beware that, in this error bound, x* is related to the quadratic distortion E 2'~. This inequality 
notably improves the estimate given in Proposition 7(a) which could not take into account nay 
regularity higher than c~. 
Note that, in fact, the error bound (5) holds for every x*E{V'E~ "~ = 0} (this may be interesting 
when x*E argminlocc,, E 2'f'). 
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4. Asymptot i c  est imates o f  E,~ ~' and compar ison 
This section has two motivations 
- To carry out a comparison between the distortion moduli and the more classical discrepancies 
moduli in one dimension (for the U([0, 1]) distribution): it will show that both classes of moduli 
are equivalent as far as numerical integration is concerned (which is the most favorable verdict 
we could hope for the distortion). 
- To get some explicit estimates in higher dimension for E~ ~' for various distributions /t. To this 
end we will call upon and adapt several times some results about the distortion obtained in 
Information Theory. 
4.1. Some background on discrepan O' 
Let I0,ul denote, the (unique) hyper-rectangle with vertices 0 and u=(u  t . . . . .  u d) (Vol(I0, u 1) := 
u L... Ud). The discrepancy "at the origin" of the n-tuple x := (Xl .... ,x,) is the Kolmogorov distance 
between the empirical measure ( l /n)~l~<~n fix, and the Lebesgue measure on [0, 1] d, i.e., 
D,,*(x):= sup card{1 <~k<~n [Xk CI0, ul} _ Vol(i0, ul) . 
uE[0,1]a iv/ 
This sup is but the L~(du)-norm of the function within the absolute value. One may define the same 
way round the LP-discrepancy, 1 ~<p<+cx~, using a N.HL,,o.1],,,d,)-norm instead of ]]. ]]L~II0,LV.du): 
(foCard{l<<.k<<.nLxkeIO, u]}vol(IO, u]) " )"~ DP(x) := - du l . .  .du d , 1 ~< p < +cx~. 
• l]J n 
The link between discrepancy and numerical integration is made by the well-known Koksma-Hlawka 
inequality involving functions with finite variations. In dimension d>~2 a function f has .finite 
variation if there is some signed measure v such that v({0})= 0 and 
f (u )=f (0 )+v( [0 ,1 ]<t \ ]u ,  l l) and lu, 1]=Iu, l]\{u} (6) 
The variation V( f )  of f is then given by V( f )= Ivl(f). In dimension 1 this definition fits with 
right continuous functions with finite variations. The Koksma-Hlawka inequality then reads 
So far, in dimension d, some n-tuples having a discrepancy D*(x)= O(lnU-t(n)/n) are available 
(by the Hammersley method, cf. [20]). Unfortunately, the notion of finite variation in dimension 
d is drastically restrictive since, it practically requires that "many" partial derivatives in the dis- 
tribution sense, including 8df /du i ' ' '  OU d, are integrable functions (cf. [20] or [5]). Now indica- 
tor function 1~0~,, ~<...~,,'~ I) has infinite variations whenever ... d >~2 while the Lipschitz function 
(x ~ +. . .+xa)A l  has infinite variations whenever d>~2. Similar inequalities hold with L p- 
discrepancies, p < +vc, that require the Lq-integrability of some partial derivatives (where q and 
p are conjugate). 
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On the other hand, the estimates based standard regularity properties of functions prove to be far 
less attractive. Thus, if d~>2 and f is c¢-h61der with constant [f]~, one has the less classical - and 
less powerful - -  inequality 
1_ ~-~f (x~) -  rio f (u )du  
17 i I "l]'l 
<~ + (ac~d)d/(~+d) (2[f]~)d/(~+a)(dd/2llf[[~ ~,'~+a) * ~'l~+d~ ) Dn(x) . (8) 
If f is Lipschitz, it yields an 
error bound for the best known n-tuples (if d = 1, f Lipschitz implies finite variation). 
4.2. The compact 1-dimensional setting (C C [0, 1]) 
In the sole 1-dimensional case, the LP-Koksma-Hlawka inequality, 1 ~< p< +oc, amounts to re- 
placing in (7) the right term by IIS'll~,,D~(x) where l /p  + 1/q = 1. 
Furthermore, one may assume w.l.g, that 0 ~<x~ <... ~<x, ~< 1. 
Proposition 14. (a) For every 2>0 and p>~ 1, 
} argmin E~ = argmin DP(x) = -2n i ~. 
and 
1 1 
V~>0, min E~(x) - Vp e [1,+cxD], minDP(x) - . 
[0,1],, (~ + 1)(2n) ~' [0,1],, (p+ 1)l,'P2n 
Moreover, there is no other local minimum (up to the order o f  the components). 
(b) In particular 
(i) min[o,1],, E~ = mini0.1],, D~ = (1/4n) (actually (min[o,l],, E~) ''~ = min[0,~l,,D~ I f  ~ >~ 1 ), 
(ii) min[o, ll,,A, = 1/2n is reached at ((2k - 1)/2n)l<k<,. 
Concerning the results about the discrepancy in the above proposition, see [20]. 
Proof. (a) In this setting, E~(x) can be computed explicitly: 
E•(x)= Ixi-~l=do~ = xT+'+(l  xn)=+'+~'~(x~ x,- ,W' 
i:¿ cx) ~ + 1 ,:2 
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E~ is a convex function and one readily checks that its gradient is zero at the unique solution of 
the linear system: xl = (x2 - x l )/2, 1 - xn = (x, - xn_l )/2, xi - xi_ i = xi+l - xi, 2 ~< i ~< n - 1 whose 
unique solution is x* := ( (2 i -  1)/2n)l.<~.<n. This completes the proof. 
(b) (i) is obvious. Item (ii) relies on the equalities 
1 ( (2k - l ) )  minAn> ~ 1 
2n An 2n  l~<k~<n [0.11,, (~¢+ 1)l/~(2n ) for every ~>0.  [] 
Comparison with the discrepancy: Claim (c)(i) shows that both moduli lead to the very same 
a priori error estimate for Lipschitz functions, either with the L~-Koksma-Hlawka inequality or with 
formula (a) in Proposition 7: 
1 f (x i ) -  f (u)  ~ 4n 4n (9) 
n i=1 
On the other hand, the error-bound (5) in Theorem 12 for the continuously twice differentiable 
functions provides a strictly better estimate than the L ~-Koksma-Hlawka inequality: 
f0' du I I f" l l~ (10) 1 f (x i ) -  f (u )  ~< 24n2 . 
n i=1 
Numerical integration using the Voronoi tessellation takes into account he ~-regularity of functions 
at least up to ~=2. 
Proposition 15. Set x (") :=( (2k -  1)/2n)j<k~<,. For every ~>0 and every Borel distribution tt on 
[0, 1], 
1 
~i~ E~'~ <" min (A~)~ <<'(An(xl~)))~ - (11) 
[0,1]" (2n) ~" 
Proof. Inequality (11) straightforwardly follows from Propositions 5(a) and 14(b)(ii). 
One verifies that the n-tuple ( (2k -  1 )/2n)l ~k.<,, if generally not minimal is always a n-tuple with 
a reasonably small (~, It)-distortion whatever the probability measure/t on [0, 1] is. Furthermore, the 
generalization of both above upper-bounds in error formulae (9) and (10) is straightforward. 
4.3. Some asymptotical estimates for the distortion E~ '~' 
4.3.1. Two theorems by Bucklew and Wise 
The two main results about the asymptotic behavior of the distortion come from Information 
Theory and are to be credited to Bucklew and Wise. The first one deals with the distortion E~ "d of 
the d-dimensional uniform distribution U([0, 1]a). 
Theorem 16 (Bucklew and Wise [9]). For every ~>0,  
J~d := lim ( ~[o.minll"~" E 'd) exists in ~*. 
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Proof of this theorem relies on the self-similarity property of the uniform distribution. Following a 
method originally due to Hammersley, one shows that the sequence 
u~ := n ~ld min E J  
([o. l]'b" 
has a subadditive property that yields convergence. However, except for low dimensions 
_ 1 o'2,2 - 5 etc.), 
(J~.l 2~(~+ 11' 18~/-3 ' J~'2, 
the true value of J~,d is unknown so far. The accurate stimation of J~.a is strongly related, on one 
hand, to some conjectures about the asymptotic shape of the Vorono7 cells (see, e.g., [15]) and, on 
the other hand, to the regular tilings of the d-dimensional space that have a minimal moment of 
inertia. 
As a second step, it is possible to extend that result to nonuniform distributions. 
Theorem 17 (Bucklew and Wise [9]). Let tx be a measure on (~a,B(~a))  whose absolutely con- 
tinuous part has a density junction f (i.e., IX-  f .2a J_ 2a). I f  f for some e.>0, 
then, 
J:<.,, := lim \(n~la ,R<'i,,min E: 's') = d:<.a Ilflld/,<,+ ) 
where Ilfll~/~+=, : :  (f~,, Iflal(a+=)d2a) '+=/a ~ +~.  
(12) 
Remark 18. If # is purely singular, (12) shows that min(R,,i,, E~'"=o(n-~la). Actually it can go to 0 
far much faster: 
- If # has a finite support, min~,,),, E~ 'u -0  whenever n>~ card(supp #). 
- If Isupp(~)l = +~.  E.g., if supp(#)= ~ and /~ has a Laplace transform finitely defined in the 
whole positive real line, 
minE,' ~< E(l{z~,+l}lZ - n] ~) ~< F(Z~I(z~>,+I)) where Z f~/~ 
<~ ~_(Z~e#Z)e-#~"+l) for every f l>0, 
~< ([~] + 1)! x E(e~'+#)Z)e -#" = O(e -#') for every f l>0 (hence o too). 
The Poisson distributions #A{k})= e-;2k/k! obviously fulfills such a requirement. 
Theorem 17 can be used to derive some numerical estimates for J~,~ provided that one has access 
to some reasonable upper-bounds for J~,a. The following lemma provides a rather satisfactory solution 
to that question for a fixed n: it yields an explicit form for E2"U(x) when n =n j . . .na  and x is a 
grid x := ((x~, . . . . .  x~)), .<i, ~,,., ~k.<a E ([0, 1]a)" made up from d nk-tuples (x~), .<j~,~. Such a grid will 
be denoted x~ ® .. .  ® x a. However, one must keep in mind that grids are clearly not an optimal 
choice, i.e., the estimates provided by this mean can be improved (see, e.g., Section 4.3.3 below or 
Section 7). 
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Lemma 19. Let  It be a Borel probabil ity measure such that j'~,, ll~oll2It(dco)<-+-~. Let Ita. &note  
its kth maryinal distribution on ~ (Itk := rck(It), rca.(co) = ~ok). 
For every expansion n =nl  . . . nd and ever), "adapted" yrid x I ~) . . . ® x a 
d 
2, ! :c'2 E,~'"(x) <~ (E, (x))  and E2"lt(x) = Z lg'2"l't'[~k' L, nt I,I,.aq )l<~i<~nt). (13) 
k=l 
Proof. For every ~o=(~o l , . . . , t J )C  [0, 1] a, it is clear that 
d 
min (x~i __~k)2. min - o9[12 = ~ I~<ix ~<n~ (il,...,i,¢) 
k=l  
The result follows from a simple integration with respect to It(do)). [] 
Remark  20. Inequality (13) only relies on the marginal distributions and no assumption on the 
correlations between these marginals are required. This is a clue to look for some improvements. 
4.3.2. Application to compactly supported distributions It 
Proposit ion 21. (a) The d-dim uniform distribution: For every ~ > 0 and every n E N, 
min E2(x)<~ (d ' ]  ~'2 1 ( d '~  ~'/2 
,<([0, q"r \12 J  [n] ~/d' i.e., J~,d<~ \~/  . (14) 
(b) Other Borel probabifity measures It on [0, 1]d: For every :~>0 and every n E N, 
mm E " ~< - O(1 ), 
[0.11" " [n]~/d 
hence 
J~ , , := l im (n minE  ~ 
' \ I0,11" " J " 
Proof. (a) One applies Lemma 19(a) to the Lebesgue measure It = 2 °d and to the grid 
= (2 i l - -  I )  (2 id - -  1) 
x \ 2nl @'"@k 2rid 
SO that all the quadratic distortions of the marginals are assigned at their minimal value 1/12n~. 
A minimization over all the possible expansions of n shows that 
1 
min E2,,'d(x) <~ min -- .  
xE([0, l]d) '' n l .. .na=n,n, E N n2i 
When n ~/a E N, it is obvious that 
d 
min E~(x)<~- -  
xc([o, J] '~ 1" 12n 2/a" 
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When ~C [0,2[, Proposition 5(a) yields the announced inequality. One concludes using that n 
min~eo, 11,,),, EZ(x) is decreasing. 
(b) follows from the general inequality (11) the same way as claim (a). [] 
4.3.3. An asymptotic estimate for J~,d 
The basic idea to get some asymptotic upper-bound for for J~,d as dT+cc relies on a quite simple 
probabilistic trick consisting in noticing that any nonnegative Borel function f :RN--~ E+ and any 
EX-valued random vector X := (Xt,... ,XN) satisfy 
~0 -- OC 
inf f(x) <<. E(f(X))= Dz(f(X)>~u)du. 15) 
This approach applied to the distortion E~ '~' leads to the random quantization problem, especially 
studied by Zador (see, e.g., [36]). Inequality (16) below comes from [36] where it is established 
by analytic methods. A short probabilistic proof is proposed for the right hand. The F function is 
defined as usual by Y(~):= f+~ u~-Ie -u du. 
Proposition 22 (Zador [36]). (a) For every ~>0 and for every dE ~*, 
(16) 
hence J~,d ~ (d)~/z ~ ( 17~7)~/2 as dy+cx>. 
(b) For every Borel probability measure # on [0, I] d and jor every 0~>0, 
J~,~, := lim k (n~/J min[o. 1],, E~'~') :J~,d]]f[ld/(d+:~)~ Jx,d ~[i.J]'z f d2d ~<J~.d. 
Thus, sup~,~[0,1],,l_ 1J~,~ : J~,d, i.e., asymptotically, the distortion of the uniform distribution & the 
largest among all the [0, 1]a-supported distributions. 
Proof (partial). (a) A straightforward computation yields that, if Uk, k/> 1, is a sequence of i.i.d. 
U([0, 1] d)-distributed random variables, one has 
n ~id min E:'d<,n~/dE~,'d(ui,..., U,), 
( [0 ,1 ]d)  '' 
and 
n~"dE ( fo.1],' lmin [Ui-w[~ dw) = ," E (n~/J min [Ui-w[~) 
= 0 z (min  [U / -~]~> du®dw 
, ×[o,I]" \J<i<~ 
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( n 
° ( 
where B(co, p) denotes the Euclidean ball centered at ~ with radius p. 
Now, for every co E (0, 1 )a, at least for large enough n ~> 1, 
( ( U ' /~  n : en ln ( -Vo  (B( ,o ,~) ) )  
du ® d~o 
e-U" ~ Vol(Bd(0,1 )) du = F( 1 + o¢/d) 
(Vol Bd(O, 1 ))~/d 
F(1 + ~d) d--,+~ 
+ • 
(b) is a straightforward corollary of Theorem 17. [] 
4.3.4. Applications to usual distributions on ~ and ~a 
Combining Theorem 17 and Proposition 21(a) yields the following numerical estimates for distri- 
butions having an unbounded nonsingular support. 
(1) Affine transform: Let q~A,b(u) :=Au + b, AEJ//(d,~), bE~ a and let #~.,, denote the image 
distribution of ~ by (PA,b. Then 
VnE~,  minE~'"~',,,<<.{]All~minE ~" (17) 
(~J),, (RJ),, 
J~,,,~,,=IIAII=J~.u if A is invertible. (18) 
Inequality (17) holds as an equality for every n E ~ if A :=pP, P E C(d, ~). 
min E~'"",.,,=p ~ min E ~'~ (19) 
( ~,/),, ( Rd ),, 
Theorem implies that 
"~+T F (1 
= enln(I--~V°l(Bj(0,1))) 
___+ e -U  d ~ Vol(Bd(0, 1)) as  n ~ +c¢.  
Furthermore, for every ball B(co, p) centered at co E [0, 1 ]a, Vol(B(o2, p) fq [0, 1 ]a) ~> 
(½P)aVol(B(O, 1 )). Hence, the inequality In(u)~<u- 1 yields the domination property below 
1 Finally, using the classical identity Vol(Bd(O, 1))=rd/2/F(1 + 5d), the Lebesgue Convergence 
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Examples: 
(2) 7(2, 0) distributions on R+: A straightforward computation based on formula (12) yields, 
/ r (~+q I +~ + ~)~+o-1 [ _~,;-~2 \ r(o) (20) 
Subsequently, 
{ <J~,a i f~f(u) lnf(u)du>O, 
J~, It d 
>J~.d if fuf(u)ln f(u)du< >0. 
Examples: 
- If f;.(u) := 2e-;q~+(u) du, then fR f;.(u) In f;.(u) du = ln(2) - 1, 
- If f ,  is the JV(O, o -2) density function, then 
f~ ( 1 + ln2n)  f~(u) In f,(u) du = - In(o-) + 2 " 
It seems that the value of the parameters that set fu f in ( f )  at zero is a good compromise for 
computation in high dimension. 
as d ]" +ec. 
- Jt,~,~;.o) = (2° - l / F (O)  2) da and J2,,,,czo) =(3/32)3°03(F(O/2)/F(O)) 322. 
- Ji,e~;.)= 2 and J2,~;~)(9x/~/32)22 ,~ 0.499 22. 
(3) AP(m,a) distributions on ~: Once again formula (12) yields 
J~, ~ (m,~r) = (~ + 1 )(~-1)/2 (2)~.  (21) 
Example: J1, ~ Im,~l = a/2 and J2, ~ ~m,~) = ~r2/v/-~ 0.408 ~r 2. 
(4) ~l(m, Z ~2)) Gaussian vector distributions on ~a: 
J=,*,,~m,~'"') =-&a 1+ [Is{2~ll =/2. (22) 
Note that, as dT+cx~, (1 + g/d) (~+d)/2--+ e =/2. This phenomenon turns out to be a special case of the 
following: 
(5) f in ( f )p roduct  distributions on Ra: Assume that f is a probability density function on the 
real line and set Pl := f .2~,  #a := #~a.  Then, Theorem 17 implies that 
d~.m = J~.a,,f®a],a/{~+a)= ( £ f(u)a/"+a) du) ~+a 
=J~,a ( £ f(u)-~/~+a) f(u)du) ~+a 
j~.~,,~ a--++o~ J ,a e -= f~f~)l"f{")d" <<. +oc (convention: 01n0=0).  
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5. About uniqueness of optimal quantizers 
5.1. Uniqueness of the (local) minimum in the 1-dimensional settin.q 
In the one-dimensional setting, the distortion has an unexpected an singular property: under some 
natural In-concavity assumption, it has a unique critical point which is its global minimum. 
Theorem 23 (Trushkin [32-34]). Assume that p has a density f and set mr, = inf {u l f (u) ¢ O } E 
[ -oc,  +oc), Mr, := sup{u ]f (u)  ¢ 0} E ( -oc ,  +oc]. I f  f satisfies 
(i) f>O on (m~,M~), 
(ii) (5O)_---- In( f )  is concave on (mj,,M~) 
then, for every ~>0, E~ 'I' admits a unique local extremum on F~ ''+ := {xC(rn~,,M~,)  [xt < ' "  <xi 
< ... <x,} which is a global minimum. 
There are several different methods to prove that result (see, e.g., [17, 23, 33]). We propose here 
to sketch a new approach based on the Mountain Pass Lemma, recently proposed in [23] and fully 
developed in a still more general framework in [10]. To avoid tedious technicalities we will slightly 
strengthen (5  ° ) into 
(5O') = In( f )  is concave, either strictly or with f(ml,+ ) + f (M~,-)>O 
and set 2=2.  
Proof. 
Step 1: First V'E~ '~' admits a continuous extension on F~" (see Eq. (26) in Section 5 below). 
Furthermore, it has been shown in [6] or [14] that, under the above In-concavity assumption 5O', 
{V'E2# l' = 0} cF~ ''+ and is made up of (strict) local minima. 
Step 2: This step consists in applying the celebrated Mountain Pass Lemma in its finite dimensional 
version that says that a coercive CJ-function V that has two local minima necessarily has a local 
extremum which is in no case a local minimum (see [3l]). A careful reading of the proof shows 
that this theorem admits the following straightforward extension: let K C ~n be a convex compact 
o 
set with nonempty connected interior, if V'K -~ ~ is C I on K, V'V admits a continuous extension 
o o 
on K satisfying {V'V =0} c /( and if for every small enough ~:>0, ( Id -  r,V'V)(K) C K, then the 
above conclusion holds. 
Step 3 (General case): The idea is to approximate the density function f by compactly sup- 
ported densities that still fulfill the above assumption (5O'). To this end, set for every k>~l, 
fk := (f/fk_kf(u)du)l[-~.k] and #k(du):= fk(u)du. One readily shows that, at least for large enough 
k, fk satisfies assumption (5O'). Furthermore one readily checks that j)~ converges a.s. to f and 
f uZlfk(u)-  f(u)l du---*0 as k---+ +oc. General theory on convergence of measures hows that E~ '~ 
converges to E~' uniformly on compact sets of Ff "+. 
Now assume that E~' has two strict local minima in Ff "+. They lie in Ff "+ for large enough k. 
Subsequently, E "~ necessarily has itself two (strict) local minima (converging to those of El' when 
kT+oc). Step 2 makes this impossible. [] 
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A complete proof of this result, including some results about the local behavior of E~ "~' near its 
minimum in the critical In-concave case, is available in [10]. 
Counter-example to uniqueness of the equilibrium when ( ~)  fails: This counter-example is first 
mentioned in [6]. Let f (u) := g(nu-  [nu])du where g E cg([0, 1]) is a probability density satisfying 
g(u) = g(1 -u )  ([. ] denotes the integral part). ( (2k -  1)/2n)l ~k~<, is a an unstable quilibrium point 
of V'E,~ '~', as soon as g(O)>~2n/(n- 1). On the other hand, the existence of a minimum in F~ ~'+ is 
granted, so E,~ 't' has at least two equilibrium. 
However, it is most likely that there is exactly one stable equilibrium (in F~'+). 
Example 24. The above result embodies, e.g., the Normal distributions, the Exponential distributions, 
the fl(2,fl) distributions whenever ~,fl~>l, the 7( O, p )-distributions for 0~>1, p>0 (hence all the 
z2(n)-distributions for n~>2), any compactly supported istribution with strictly concave density, 
etc. 
Remark 25. Note that the z2(l)-distribution does not fulfill the 5 ° assumption although there is no 
real doubt that uniqueness holds for that distribution. 
5.2. About nonuniqueness of the equilibrium points in higher dimensions 
Whenever d~>2 and n>~2 uniqueness of the equilibrium points never holds since for every 
x*= (x* .... ,x*) generates n! equilibrium x, = (x~l),...,x~t,)), a EZ,,. However a "geometrical 
uniqueness" could still remain, with an obvious definition. 
Geometrical uniqueness: If the set St, := {~o: EJ ~-+ Ed ] ~p isometry and ~p(/~) = #} is not reduced 
to {Ij}, it is obvious that, for every ~p E S~, 
E,, (q~ (x ) )= min II~p(xi)-wH~t~(d~o)= min lifo(x,) - ~p(w)ll~p(dco) =E~t'(x). 
• 7 1 <~i<~n 1 <~i<~n 
Subsequently a possible "geometrical uniqueness" of argminEn ~'~' needs {x* .... ,x*} to be left in- 
variant by par every ~p E S~,. Thus, if n >~d + 1 and if one assumes (which is reasonable but not 
* generate the affine space ~d, this implies that proved) that the points x k
d+l card(S t,) ~<A, , 
where Aa, +~ =n!/(d + 1)! is the number of affine transforms that leave the set {x*,... ,x,*} invariant. 
Such an assumption is obviously not always fulfilled. 
Counter-example: As soon as I~(dw)=f(HwI[)dw is radial on the Euclidean unit ball C :=B(0; 1) 
of Ea, d ~> 1, St, = 6b(d, ~) (isometry having O as a fixed point). 
6. Stochastic optimization of the tessellation 
Any efficient implementation of the Space Quantization Method for Numerical Integration relies 
on the computation of an element of argminE,~'~' - or, at least, of argminlocE,~ 't' - along with the 
parameters of its related Voronoi" tessellation (weights of the tessels, distortion). Taking into account 
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the results of Proposition 7 and Theorem 12, a procedure in the case ~E(1,2] or, at least, when 
0~--2, would be satisfactory to start a practical implementation f the method. 
We will see that stochastic optimization methods provide a simple and robust solution to that 
question, at least on a practical point of view. Indeed the integral representation of VE~ "~' (see 
Proposition 9) strongly suggests to implement a stochastic gradient procedure. The standard stochastic 
algorithm derived from this representation displays as follows (the exponents t are for integer time 
indices): 
o 
X t+l =X r - ~t+lH~(Xt,co t+l), X ° E C n fqDn (23) 
where, for every x E D, and co E C, 
co) :  - -  ilxi_collllxi-coll -'lc, x)(co) . 
I <~i<~n 
(et)t~>l is a (0, 1)-valued sequence of steps satisfying ~t  ~t : +~ and (cot) is an i.i.d. /~-distributed 
sequence defined on a probability space (I2, ~', P). We will also assume that/g is strongly continuous 
and satisfies Conv(supp(/~))= C. 
The common feature to all these algorithms is that only the closest component to cot+J __ say 
io(X t, co t+l ) - -  is moved at time t + 1. The up-dating consists in an cot+~-centered homothety with 
ratio 
,gt+l 1-  
1IX/0 - co t+,  
Looking at this ratio makes obvious that the quadratic ase ~ = 2 and other settings (~ E (1,2)) 
are quite different. Indeed 
o 
• When 0~=2 (andX ° E C" fqD,) X t exists sure ly  for every t E ~ lives inside C" ND,. In Automatic 
Classification and data Analysis, when # is the empirical probability measure of a data set, this 
algorithm is known as the Competitive Learning Vector Quantization algorithm (see [35] or [4]). 
In Neural Networks it is also called Kohonen algorithm with 0 neighbor (see [18]). 
• When ~=(1,2) ,  the algorithm is only a.s. defined for every t E N ( i fX  t ED,, Xi l [ l  =X j  t÷l implies 
that cot+l E (X/XJ) which is a.s. impossible). More significantly, whenever C ~ IR d, X ~+l will leave 
C with a positive probability as the ratio of the homothety can go to -oc  if cot+~ is too close 
to X t. 
Although, all these algorithms are definitely some stochastic gradients, the mathematical study of its 
(a.s.) convergence annot be straightforwardly derived from the standard global techniques (Robbins- 
Monro, Kushner and Clark) for several reasons. 
• E~'~'(xl,. . .  ,x,,) is usually not a convex function (see however Section 4 when d - -1 , / t=  U([0, 1])), 
• E~n't'(Xl, . . . ,Xn) does not go to infinity when II(xl,...,x~)l I --+ +cx~( 2) which makes the Robbins- 
Siegmund approach useless to establish the boundedness of the trajectories of (Xt)t~0. 
• V'E~ '~ is singular at ~D,, subsequently the required Lipschitz assumption on V'E~ '~ is not fulfilled. 
Even continuity fails (it could be enough if the boundedness of (X t)tEN had been established some 
other way round). 
2 Actually, E~'~'(xl . . . . .  x,) ~ +c~ only when mini IIx, ll ~ +~. 
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• When C¢  ~d (e.g., when it is a compact set) VE~ '~ is zero on wide zones outside C" as 
{x E (~d)"/Xl = f to#(dco), dist(x~,C)>6(C), i~>2} where 6(C):= sup~,~cc Ilu - vii denotes the 
diameter of C. 
The other result is the Kushner and Clark Theorem (cf. [12]) that provides the so-called a.s. "con- 
ditional" convergence, based on the behavior of the mean autonomous differential equation of the 
algorithm that is 
ODE, -~=-~7E~'U(x) ,  x(O):=x° EC ". (24) 
(ODE for Ordinary Differential Equation). Indeed the Kushner and Clark Theorem claims that, every 
bounded trajectory (X t)tE~ of the algorithm defined by (23) that visits infinitely many times the stable 
attracting area of an equilibrium point x* E { V'E~ 'u = 0} converges to x*. Unfortunately applying 
this theorem also requires the mean function (that is V'E~ 'u in our setting) to be continuous as well 
in order to ensure, roughly speaking, that the polygonal approximations of the ODE do converge to 
some solution. Actually the meaning of (24) when x ° lies in ~D~ is not clear, even in its integral 
form. 
Modification of  the algorithm when ~E (1,2): One way to get rid of the specific drawback of 
the ~ E (1,2) settings is to modify the algorithm so as, starting inside C', X t never leaves C'. Thus, 
one sets instead of (23), 
o 
X t+] ~Zc,,(X t ~ ~ X ° C ° = - e,t+iH~(Y,oY+I)), E ND, (19') 
where nc,, denotes the projection on the convex compact set C ". Another way round consists in 
rX. t X t+11 and the replacing, if necessary, the moved component A(t+li0 by the intersection between L ,o, ~0 J 
boundary c~C of C or by the stimuli ~o t+~ itself. 
6.1. Convergence of  the Vorono? tessellation when X t ~ x* 
It is necessary for any practical implementation of the SQM method to obtain, along with an 
element x* of argmin E~ "", the characteristics E~'~'(x * ) and (/~(Ci(x*))l ~<i~<, of its Voronoi tessellation 
as well. The proposition below shows that, whenever Xt---~ x* (either defined by (19) or (19')) then 
the characteristics of the equilibrium x* can be obtained in a very natural way as a by-product of 
the stochastic optimization procedure. 
Proposition 26. Assume that I~ (is strongly continuous and) has a finite fourth moment, i.e., 
L < 
One sets, for every i E { 1,..., n}, 
card{I <~s<<,tlo9 s E C,(X~-' )} 
t 
the empirical frequency of the number of "stimuli" to s falling in the ith tessel of the "moving" 
tessellation of X ~-1 . Let Ax. := {X t ---~x*} be the set of trajectories of (Xt)t~ that converge to 
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x* E { V'E~'" = 0}. Then 
l a.s.) ViE{1, . . . ,n},  Pi p(Ci(x*)) when t~+oc ,  
t 
on A~," V~>0, tl ~,=, rain I1~' - X? l If a~ E~,,,(x,) when t ~ +oc. 
Proof. Let q):C × (~d)n__~ [~ be a measurable function satisfying: 
• Iq~(~o,x)l ~<M~I~I 2. 
• ~o(x):= fc cI)(x, co)p(de)) is (bounded) and continuous at x*. 
One readily checks that the random variables ~(t~t+l ,Xt ) -  q)(Xt), t>~l, are centered, pairwise 
noncorrelated, L2-bounded. Then the L 2 Strong Law of large Number implies that 
1 ~ (4,(~o',x'-') - ~0(x '-~ )) "~'~ 0. 
t 
s- - I  
In turn, the continuity of q~ at x* finally yields 
! 
t 
s-- I  
One applies this result to the following functions 
• 4~(~o,x):= p(x)mini [[o9-xgi[/~ where p is a continuous [0, 1]-valued function with compact support 
on (l~d)" satisfying p(x*)= 1, 
• q~i(~,X):=lc,, , ,(~), l<.i<.n. 
The distribution p being strongly continuous, the corresponding average function ~0(x)= E~t'(x) 
(resp. ~oi(x)= #(Ci(x))) are continuous (resp. on Dn hence at x*). [] 
6.2. a.s.-Convergence for bounded stimuli in the quadratic case (z~=2) 
The first step to establish a.s. convergence is to prove that the trajectories of the algorithm are 
bounded by the standard Robbins-Zygmund super-martingale approach which cannot work here be- 
cause E 2'I' is not coercive (and has no gradient on ~D,). 
So we are lead to make the following restrictive assumption: 
(C) supp(p) (and C) are compact sets. (25) 
6.2.1. a.s.-Converqence in the one-dimensional case 
In that very special - but important - setting corresponding to d : 1 (and 7 = 2), it is rather 
straightforward to obtain a satisfactory a.s. convergence result. The convex hull C of supp(#) is an 
interval [a, b]. It is easy to get convinced that 
F~'" + := {x : :  (xj . . . . .  xn) ~ (a, b)" l a <xl < -.. <xn < b} is an invariant set 
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for the algorithm (like all similar sets defined up to a permutation of the xg's) provided that X ° E Ff  "+. 
One readily checks that, at every (xl,... ,x,)C F~ ''+, 
V'E, (x l , . . . ,x , ) :=2 (xi - oJ)p(d~) 
l <~i<~n 
(26) 
where 21 :--a, 2~ :=(x~ + xg_t)/2, 2,+~ :=b. Subsequently, # being continuous (i.e., no single oJ is 
weighted), V'E, 2'~ has a continuous extension on the compact set Ff "+. 
Theorem 27. (a) I f  d = 1 and o~ = 2 every trajectory of  the algorithm starting from X° E F~ ''+ lives 
in Ff "+. 
(b) Furthermore if p is continuous, if  {~TEZ/'= 0} n ~ '+ is finite and if the step ~,t satisfies the 
usual ~t  e,t = co and ~,  e 2 < +co, then 
yt  . . . .  ) x* E { V'E~ '~ -- 0}. 
(c) / f  p (du)= f (u)du,  with f "  [a,b]--~ E+ satisfying f>0 on (a,b) and 
=_(f is strictly In-concave) or ( f  is In-concave and f (a+)+ f (b - )>0) ,  
- - i  L + then {~TE~'" = 0} NF," = argmin~,,.-E2# ~ = {x*}. When p = U([0, 1]), 
2k - I  b 
x* -- {(a + ~-n  ( -a)),~<k~<n ) 
Finally, one has 
Xt  a.s .  
> X . 
Proof. (a) is obvious. 
(b) follows from an extension of the Kushner and Clark Theorem for stochastic algorithms whose 
ODE has a so-called "simple dynamics" (see [14, Section 2.1]). In the special case of a F," - 
valued stochastic gradient he convergence to some zero of V'E~ "~' holds for every path of (X')t~>~ 
whenever which E 2'j' is continuously differentiable on ~ '+ and has finitely many zeros in its interior 
(see Corollary 1, Section 2.3 in [14]). The reason is that the corresponding ODE:~ =-V'E~'~'(x) 
has no quasi-cycle which allows to apply Theorem 16. 
(c) follows from Theorem 23 and (d) from Proposition 14(b). [] 
6.2.2. The multi-dimensional case (d >~2) 
In this multi-dimensional setting, the assumption on the stimuli distribution/~ will be strengthened, 
namely 
(~, ) -  p has a bounded density f whose support is the compact convex set C. (27) 
First note that (~j,) implies that p is strongly continuous, supp(p)= C and C has a nonempty 
in terior. 
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As a preliminary, some regularity results on ~7E2. '~ will be derived from assumption (~)  and 
some previous results about the Hessian V'2E 2"~'. To this end, we need to introduce the generic 
compact set of D,, namely for every K C ~d, convex compact set, for every 6 > 0, 
K~ := {xEK"  min[[x~ - xj[[>~6} 
Lemma 28. (a) Let ~p: C ~ ~ be a continuous function. Then the functions cbi(x):= fc,(r) ~o(u)du, 
l<~i<<.n is continuously differentiable on D,. Furthermore, SUPxcx,~ Ilrr~i(x)ll<<.M~ll~ll~/~ where 
Mc is a positive constant only depending on C. 
(b) I f  q9 is a bounded measurable function defined on C then the cbi's are Lipschitz on every 
convex compact subset of D,. 
Proof. (a) The existence of V'q,~ is established in [13] (see Lemma 11 of [13]). The statement 
follows immediately. 
If q~ is continuous (b) follows from the bounded increments formula. Otherwise, one L'-approxi - 
mates ~p EL'(C, du) by a sequence ~p, E cg(C), n~> 1 satisfying I1~0°11~ < I1~011~. [] 
Lemma 29. Let K be a compact set of ~d. I f#  satisfies (~F,), then there is some constant C~ >0 
such that 
~E2"~ <. C llx - Vx, yEK~, [x ,y ]CD,~ ---~-x (x ) -  Ox, yll. 
Proof. Following Proposition 9, 
~E~' ~ f 
&--~-(x ) := jcl,(x co)f(co) dco 
with q~(y, co) :---- (yi-co)l(oj~y,}. Lemma 28 and the obvious inequality fc [q~( x, co)--qgi(y, co)lf(m ) dco 
< IIx,- y, II completes the proof. [] 
Lemma 30. Assume that (~)  holds (or at least that p is strongly continuous and supp(p) = C). 
One sets, for every x E C", 
N.~(x):= l iminf 2. 
yCD,, NC", y---*x 
(a) N~ is a nonnegative l.s.c, function on C" of the function E 2'~' (which is continuous on 
D, NC"). 
(b) Nff is never 0 on CD, n C". Hence { N~' = 0} = { ~7E~," = 0} n C" and furthermore, there exists 
some 6o such that infc, n,x,~ ° HV'E2'U]] >0 (i.e., ~7E2'~ is never close to 0 near C" ND,). 
Proof. (a) is obvious. 
(b) Let x E C" n CD, and J C {1,... ,n}, ]J] >~2, an aggregate of components. Let y(P) E C n ND,, 
p~> 1, such that y(P)---+x and ]]~TEZ#U(y~P))l]z---~N,~(x) when p--+ +c~. 
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Up to an extraction, one may assume w.l.g, that all the unit vectors 
._  Yl p) y~P) . (p )  - -  p~+o~ 
Ukl "--[[Yl p) Y(P)k 11 ~ Ukl, k, l c J .  
The definition Cj(x), coECj(x) is in Uj~j Cj(y (p)) for p~p~.  J being finite, o9 lies 
• either in some Aj := {mE Cj(y (p)) for every large enough p} = liminfp Cj(y(P)), j E J .  
• either in some Bjk := {co 6 Cj(y (p)) and co E Ck(y (p)) infinitely often}, j, k E J, j ¢ k. 
If co EBjk, inequality y)(P) - -  ¢0112 < [[y (p) - -  (D[ ]  2 implies that ('~"jk (p)'Iy~" (p) - co,~' -~ >- i y)(p) -- y~P)[[. So, 
letting p go to infinity along the ad hoc subsequences leads to: 
(Uik[xi - co)~>0 and (ukj[xi - o))/>0 hence (ujk[xi - co) = O. 
/t being strongly continuous, #(Bjk)= 0. Let us show that if, for some j 6 J ,  ~7E2~;(y (p)) P~+~ O, 
then #(A2) = 0. 
Let k E J \{ j} .  C being a compact set and # continuous, the Lebesgue convergence theorem 
fly  p) - coil - ,oil//(do)) --~ O. 





Hence, via Fatou's lemma 
minf,,CAy'P') ,, IIx  - kt(dco) = O. 
;0 
So the strong continuity of # implies /f lAy)= O. On one hand Cj(x)= Uj~jAj//-a.s. and on the 
other hand tl(Cj(x))>O as Cj(x) is a nonempty open set of the convex with a nonempty interior 
and C = supp(/t). Hence, there exists some j C J such that liminfp [[~TE2,)~(y(P))[[ >0 and finally 
Nff(x) > 0. [] 
The case of asymptotically parted components: The first important result of this section relies on 
the following convergence r sult, especially adapted to singular settings. 
Theorem 31 (G-Lemma, see [14]). Let (Xt)t~N be a sequence recursively defined like in (23). I f  
{ (Xt) t~ is f~-va luedfor  some compact set f~ ,  
(i) Et>~l ~t :_~00 and ~t>~l ezt < +cx~ ' 
(ii) The series Es>~l ~s+I(H(XS, (Ds+l) -h(XS)) converge in ~a 
(iii) There is some l.s.c, nonnegative function G : ~a ~ ~+ s.t. Z~>~o e,+i G(X') < +2,  
then X'  converges to some connected component of {G = O} • f~ .  
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Theorem 32. I f  assumption ~l, holds, if the usual assumption on the step ~,  e, = +oc and ~,  e 2 < 
+co, then on the event {liminftdist(X',  ~D,)>0} (i.e., the components of X'  remain asymptoti- 
call)' parted) 
X t ~~~ )~,  connected component of {g7E,~'"=O}~{E2"~=e~}. 
Proof. The proof consists in fulfilling the assumptions of  the above G-lemma Theorem with the l.s.c. 
function G:=N~' defined in Lemma 30. The sequence (Xt),>o being C"-valued, the o-(co I . . . .  ,o)t) -
1 2, B t-- I  local martingale (M'),>o - -  defined by M0:=0 and its increments AMt:=~.t(~7En (X ) 
-Hff(Xt-l,o£)) - -  is a true square integrable vector valued martingale; for every k E {1 .. . .  ,n}, 
2 Hence M t converges in R d as t -+ oc and (ii) is ful- (Mk) t := Zs,<, E(IIAM;II2/~ -I )~C'  E ,~,  e,,. 
filled. 
The rest of  the proof is devoted to fulfilling (iii). One sets p :=6(C)  and, for every 3>0,  t E N, 
A'a:={X'eC,~, s<<.t}. Let S , :=a(~o' , . . . , co ' ) ,  t> l .  
At every time t, if X/+~ CX~(, it is clear that [[X~! +~ - xLII = ~,+111xl - (D '+ I  II ~<~,+,a(c,) = ~,+~p. 
Consequently, as soon as ~:,+~ <<.6/2p and XtE  C~', one checks that [Xt,X t+l ] C C,~'~ 2. In particular 
IX t X '+~] CD.  and A t CA ~+1 The bounded increments formula and Lemma 29 imply u , 6 6/2 • 
IA;,E2ff'(X '+' ) <~ IA;E2,"(X t< ), 
<~ l~:U~,,'(x') - 1~, VrE2.*'(X').(X '+' - X ' )  + . . .  
1A; sup 11~TE~"(z)-~TE~"(X') I I I IX '+'-X' I I ,  
zE[X',X" ~1 
2 it t 2,1~ t 2 t (Dt+l <. 1A;E." (X ) -  t:,+~lAi ,WE. (Y).H£ (Y ,  ) + ' . .  
1 4k  ~n 
2," ' vu~.,'(x').H,~(x',,,; +') + [ rE ,  ]g,::g+ p. ~< 1AIE . (X )  - $ , t+ l lA i  ' 2, It 2 
So, if t >~ t,s := min{s E N I sup.>,, c.+~ ~ 6/2p}, 
~7E. (X)11 ~_( lA ,+,E2 ,p (Xt+l ) / f f~t )~ lA , ,E2 ,p (Xt  ) , , 2,1, t2  24, 2 . . -Sst+~la,[[ + [~TE. ]c;,f,,+,P. 
Subsequently 
I 2 , ,  s 2 2,1` t>~ta IA',E2""(X')+2 Z 1A;~:'+'IIV'E. (X)1] +[V'E. ]c;,ep~_ ~ 2 , gs+ I 
s<~t--I ~ s>~t 
>10 
is a ~,-nonnegative super-martingale. Hence it a.s. converges to a random variable E ~. Now, 
as X°ED.  implies that X'ED.  a.s. for every t, it is obvious that {liminftdist(Xt,CD.)>O}= 
? ; t [-Ja>0 FIt A,~. One derives that, 
on the event {lira inft dist(Xt,CD.)>0}, one has 
2.# t a.s.> . (a)  E, (X )  e ec, 
(~) ~. ,+, l lve~, , " (x ' ) l l  ~ ~ +~.  
t 
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(13) implies that ~,e,+, II XYEZ'~(X')II 2 ~ +~.  So the above G-lemma theorem and Lemma 30 imply 
that Yt converges to some connected component of {V'E 2"~ = 0} fq{E~ '~' =e~}.  [] 
The rest of the subsection is devoted to an improvement of the above convergence result by 
showing that whenever the components get stuck along a subsequence they get stuck for ever, i.e., 
one can replace lim infn by a lim sup, in the event of Theorem 32 on which convergence holds. 
This is established in Proposition 34 below. This time a Kushner and Clark approach is required 
which, in turn, requires ome preliminary investigations on the "singular" differential system ODE~ 
provided by Lemma 33 below. 
Lemma 33. Assume that (~, )  holds. Let x(x°,.) be the (unique) maximal solution oJ ODE, 
starting at x°E C" N D,. Then x(x °, .) is defined on the whole nonnegative real line ~+, lives in- 
o 
side C" N D, on ~* and there is some connected component Z ~ of  (V'E2'~'=0} N C ~ such that 
dist(x(x°,s), Z~)  "~+~ 0 (where Z ~ is not a local maximum of  {~7E2"~'= 0} when x ° is not). 
Proof. As x°ED,,  ~7E 2'~' is Lipschitz on every compact convex neighborhood of x ° inside Dn, 
the differential system (24) admits a unique maximal solution x(x °, .) starting at x ° defined on the 
maximal interval [0,t.¢[, t~E ~__. First we show that t~ = +o¢. 
Set, for every i ¢ jE  { 1,..., n}, uff :=xj -x#llxj  -x ,  ll. Note that, if o)E Ci(x), then IIx,-~ol12 < IIx/- 
~) II 2. Hence (u/j Ix, - (o) > - ½ Ilxi - xJll. So (even if the Ck (x) are empty), 
ij 2,1~ 2,l~ 
-- (U x [ (~7En, j  - -  ~TEn, i ) (x ) )>- l  [ , , l ( f i (x )  LJ q(x) ) l l x i  -x / l l  >-½1Ix, - xJ11. (28)  
Then, one sets q~/ i ( t ) : :  I lxj(t) - x,(t) l l .  One derives from (28) that ~p satisfies ~oq" ~.>- - 21 qgi~ and 
subsequently (pq(t) ~> IIx°-x~ll e-M=' > 0 on [0, t~ [, which in turn implies that t~ : + ec by maximality 
of x(x°,.). 
The second step is to prove that, if x°E C ~, x~(x °,.) never leaves C n. If so, there exists an index i, 
0~ ~> 0 so that z~ : :  xi(x °, 0i)E 0C. Let vi be a pseudo-normal vector to C at z~, then q)(u): :  (v~l u -z~) 
satisfies C l{(p>0).  
W.l.g., one may assume that Oi : :  inf{s[q~(xi(x°,s))<0}. Then, the function ff defined by ~(s): - -  
~p(xi(x°,s)) satisfies ~(0 i ) :0  and 
, 2~, 0 / c  ( z , - ( ~ )  ~,i (¢ )  = (v~ I ~7E~', (x(x,  0,) ) )  = - v~ IIz, - ~)l l~(d,o) > 0 
' ,.~x0 0,. Ilzi toll 
o 
since supp(p)= C implies p(C~(x(x °,0~))NC):/:0 (see Proposition 11). So ~b,.' >0 at the right of ()~. 
This contradicts the very definition of 0~ 
The only nonstandard fact to establish is that the set of limiting points of a solution x(x °, .) of 
ODE~ starting at C" ND, is contained in D~ (in fact C n ND~. As usual, when t T +oc, E2'~'(x(x°,t)) 
e~ >/0 as tT+e~ and lim inft l] V'E~'"(x( x°, t))ll 2= 0. Let tp ---, +cx~ be such that II ~TE2,'"(x(x°,tp))]] 
0. Up to a new extraction, one may assume w.l.g, that the sequence x(x °, tp) converges to some 
x~ E C". In fact Lemma 30 ensures that x~ ED,. 
1 Now let W ° :---- f ]~  x(x °, [n, +e~)) be the set of the limiting values of the function x(x °, .) at +v¢. 
W0 is clearly a connected compact subset of (E,Z~' = e~} n C ". It has just be seen that W ° nDn ¢ q). 
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So let Y°°EX° AD, and Sp ~ +~ such that x(x°,Sp)---+.~ ~. Then let x(P)(s):=x(x°,Sp +s) ,  p~>l. 
As the functions x~p) satisfies the integral version of ODE, 
x(P)(s) =x(P)(O) - fo s 17E2'#(x(P)(u)) du
they are C"-valued and equicontinuous. So the Ascoli Theorem shows that x (p) uniformly converges 
on compact sets to a function x (°°) satisfying: x(°~)(O)=Y°°ED,, u ~ x(~)(u) is a solution of the 
above integral equation (at least when u is close to 0). Furthermore x ~°°) lives in {E~ z'" =eo~}. 
Subsequently one simultaneously has (d/ds)EZ'U(x(°°)(s))l,=o  0=-  [[ V'E~Z'"(Y°~)II 2. This shows that, 
finally ~0 C{E2,, =e~} ~ {~7E~, "" ----0} CDn. The conclusion is standard. [] 
Proposition 34. As soon as the components of a path of the algorithm remain asymptotically 
parted along a subsequence, they remain so for every n that is 
{lim suPt dist(Xt,"D,) > 0} = {lira inft dist(Xt,CD,) > 0}. 
Proof. This part of the proof follows the Kushner and Clark Theorem approach (see, e.g., [21] or 
[12]). Relying on (a)(i), one sets L := SUPxEC IIV'E2'J'(x)II < + cxz. Let e0 := 0. One defines 
Vt>~O, VuE[eo+. . .+et ,  eo+...+et+l), Zu:=X t
V t E ~ *, Vu E ~+, Z~ t) := Z~, +...+~.,+u 
one classically checks 
1 
/~:°++~' 7EZ,'~(Z~.)dv +M t on [e0 + ' "  + et, e0 + ' "  + et+l) (29) Z.=Z0-~j  ° 
(Mt)tE~ is a square integrable martingale (see in the proof of the above proposition), hence a.s. 
converging so, one derives from (29) that for every uE R+, 
1 u 2, ,  (t) dv / Z~t)-(Z~ot)-~ fo X7E, (Z~, ) 
/ 
L sup Cs+l + sup [[M s - Mtl[ t~+~ 0 a.s. (30) 
At this stage, we work trajectory by trajectory. The sequence (V'EZ'u(Xt))t~o being bounded, one 
from the Ascoli-Arzela Theorem the relative compactness of (fo V'EZ'~(Z~t))dv))t>~ o in the space of 
continuous functions endowed with the convergence on compact sets. Inequality (30) implies that 
of the sequence (Z~t))t~>0. 
On the other hand, Lemma 30 yields a 60 such that ~C~0 A {V'E, 2'" = 0} N C"= 0. Assume now 
there is some 6>0 and some subsequences ~(t) and fl(t) such that: X ~(') --~ ~D, and X ~(t) E C~. 
W.l.g., one may decrease 6 so as 6 < 60 and X°E C~'. One defines by induction three subsequences 
q~, Z and ~ satisfying ~p(0):= 0 and, for every t >/1, Z(t):= min{s >f ~p(t - 1 )1Xs E ~C~-m}, ~p(t):= 
max{s<<.Z(t) [XsEC~} and ip(t):= min{s>>-Z(t)[XsEC~}. One has ~b(t- l)<<.~o(t)<<.Z(t)<<.~(t ). 
One may extract a subsequence r(t) so that the sequence of functions Z I~°(r(t))) uniformly converges 
on compact sets to Z ~). Z~o~)EOC~ C D, as x~(r~t))EC~, X ~m))+l E~C~ and et --~ 0. So, Z~ (~) 
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being continuous lies inside D, M C n for u close enough to 0 and subsequently, following (30) and 
Lemma 33, Z ~°~) satisfies ODE, on the whole R+ and is D, valued. Furthermore Z~°~)--*x°~E 
{ ~7E 2'~ = 0} as u ~ +c~. Hence lim inft ~-.~)~(r(t)) Z..as=~o(r(t))+l /3s+l ~ -~- OO ; the very definition of q9 and Z 
implies that Z (°~) lives inside cC~ N C n C cc~o fq C ~ and cannot converge to an element of {~7E 2'~ = 0} 
because of Lemma 30. Finally, one has 
a.s. either dist(X t, CD,) ~ 0, or limsuPt dist(X', COn))O. [ ]  
Remark 35. When n = 1, the above theorem or a standard Robbins-Monro approach shows that X t 
converges to f e~# d(~). 
On the event {lim inft E~'u(X ') < minc,,-, E2~'~ }, lim supt dist(X t, D,) > 0 so, following the above 
Proposition 34, l iminftdist(Xt,D,)>O which in turn implies X t a.s. converges to some zero of 
~E~'~. 
The case of  asymptotically stuck components: In this paragraph is investigated the convergence 
of the algorithm on the event {dist(X t, CD,) ~ 0}. 
Lemma 36. Let c¢>>. 1 and let be I an aggregate of  xE(Rd) ". Then, 
lim ~ ~7EZ:~(y) = fc (x, - oJ)#(dog). 
y----}X 
iE l  I(x) 
Proof.  Let y(P) ---+X. Obviously Cl(x) C lim infp Ui~z Ci(y (p)) c lim supp Ui~l Ci(y ~p)) C Cz(x). # be- 
ing strongly diffuse, it is clear that l{u,~,C,(y,,,,)} --* lc,(x) as p--~ +cx~. The dominated convergence 
theorem completes the proof. [] 
Theorem 37. Assume that p satisfies (~)  and that the usual assumptions of  Theorem 32 hold. 
t ---+ + oo 
Then, on the event {dist(X', CDn) ,0} there exists a partition I~ U . . .  U Ip of  {1,. . . ,n} such 
that the components X t get stuck along this partition when t ~ + oo. At least one of" the limiting 
values of  X t is a zero of  ~TEZp '~(after aggregation of  the components). 
Proof.  The existence of an asymptotic partitioning mainly follows from a Kushner and Clark ap- 
proach, like in Proposition 34. Assume there exists some indices i0 and j0 and a two subsequences 
satisfying v~(t) vcP( t )  " -~ > 0 and X/0 z(t) -S ) f f  t) ---+ 0. Following Lemma 30, Co can be reduced so IIAio --Ajo II-"cO 
that 0<e0< min{llx* - x21 I, 1 ~<i #j~< p, ~7E2,U(x*)= 0, x* EC p, 1 <~ p<<.n}. 
Now, let us introduce the following three subsequences ~(0)= 0 and, for every t~> 1, 
Z(t) := min{s/> ~k(t - 1 ) I IIX/~ - Xj~ II ~ Co/2t}, 
go(t) := max{s ~<Z(t) I IIX,~ - Xg~II ~>co}, 
~9(t) := min{s  ~> Z(t) I IIX, s - Xj~ II I> Co}. 
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Up to a new extraction r(t), one may assume w.l.g, that Z t~wtl)) uniformly converges on compact 
compact sets toward Z (~). let I~ U - • - U Ip be the partition of { 1,. . . ,  n} into aggregates of Z~ ~). As 
~. ---+ 0, Z Ioc) - Z (°cj 0,~,, 0 i0 ]] = Co hence i0 and j0 initially do not belong to the same aggregate. 
Let 01 := {s>~0 Ithe partition of Z, (~) remains unchanged on [0,s]}~<+oc. 
If 0~ >0,  inequality (30) and Lemma 36 imply, once summed up the components inside every 
tT~)  7~)~ satisfies the autonomous differential system aggregate that II, := ~t, , , ,-.-,  ~t,,,, J 
ODEp = ha. ---(1/I/kl) 2,,z ' " ~TEp,k(y), 1 ~k<~p. 
Its qualitative behavior is that of ODEp so Y lies inside C p nDp, namely Z (~) never leaves C n. 
- If 01 = +oc  and, Y,, converges to some zero of ~E 2"~'. Then, like in the proof of Proposition 34, 
this is impossible from the very definition of Co, (p(t) and Z(t). 
- If 0~ E N* and one may assume that 0~ = 0 by considering Z (~) 0,+., once noticed that the number 
of aggregates is the same at 0~ than at 0 as Y satisfies ODE'p. 
- If 01 =0,  there is some aggregate, say It i~ Ell and kEIL\{iL} such that Z! ~) -¢ -7~ for some ' qalI~ 7-~k, qo 
q0>0. W.l.g. one may assume that q0 is small enough so that no aggregate could merge on 
[0,,0]. Then Proposition 8 (and its remark) ensures the existence of ~TEZJI(Z~ff) ) for every 
2,1t uE[0,~/0] along with the fact that Z! ~),,,. satisfies 2~,(u)=--~7En, i,(x(u)) on [0, q0]. Now, Lemma 
33(a) implies that Z! ~) lies in C on [0, q0]. Then Z (~1 is still a solution of the autonomous ODE ll,b/ ~]0+" 
corresponding this time to p + 1 aggregates and the situation is that of the first case above. By 
induction, the number of aggregates reaches n that is all the components are parted, necessarily 
for ever, which in turn is impossible following the proof of Proposition 34. 
Inspecting these three cases shows that, whenever there is some subsequence X,~ ~'~ -~ l ,~  ~ 0, 
the whole sequence converges to 0, i.e., X~I ' -X~,  ~ O. This means that if dist(X ~, 'D , )  ~ 0 the 
components get merged in an asymptotic partition I~ U . . .  U Ip of {1, . . . ,n} that is 
x / -x / -+o  if i, jEIk, l iminf t J JX / -X/ ' j [>O if iclk, jE I / ,  k¢[ .  
At this stage, for a trajectory related to the above partition, one first introduces the process 
1 
:= llkl Zx,.', l< k p. 
iff lz 
Then adapting the proof of Proposition 34 to (Y~)tc.~ and the potential E~fl' yields that yt "asymp- 
totically" lies in a compact C~ p of  Dp. So, 
+ Z 5,+, ) Z (x) 
s<~l--] iEl~ I <~k ~ p 
converges as t ~ +oc. If  liminf, IIVE~"(Y')}I >0, the general term of the series is equivalent o 
Z 
l<~k<~p 
~"717 2, It (keep in mind that the ~p,k  are uniformly continuous on K P). Then the series diverge, which 
2, p contradicts the boundedness of Ep (Y'). Finally lim inf,[[ U'E~;"(Y')[[ = 0 a.s.. Which provides the 
announced result. [] 
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Remark 38. To obtain a true convergence to "aggregated" equilibrium, it would be necessary to 
prove that, a.s., ~t~>l ~t+111  7E ' (Yt)II <+co. 
Following Brandirre and Duflo in [8] or Lazarev in [25], one may guess that under some suitable 
assumptions on the stimuli distribution # the possible limits for X t are only made up with local 
minima, if such a result can be rigorously established in our singular setting. 
By the way, the potential E 2'~ does have saddle whenever d and n~>2. Thus 
- If d = n = 2, C = [0, 1] 2, /~ = U([0, 112): Set x* := ((x*; x*), (x~'; x*)) where (x*,x*) is a (stable) 
equilibrium of the In-concave log-concave distribution m(dco)= 4co A (1 - co)dco on [0, 1]. Then 
a specific computation using the formula for ~72E~ shows that x* is a saddle point for E~. 
- More generally, it was shown in [13] that if # :=/zl® ...  ®/fl, n = nl '"na,  the (n~ . . . . .  nj)-grids 
made up with (stable or unstable) (nk,#k)-marginal equilibriums are always unstable equilibrium 
points for E 2"~. 
This part of the study of the algorithm is not quite satisfactory as no real convergence result is 
established. Furthermore, it seems natural to conjecture from simulations that, in fact, P({dist(X', 
"D,)--+ 0})= 0, at least under some reasonable assumptions on the stimuli distribution /~. 
If the first argument that pleads in favor of this conjecture is that sticking of the components has 
never been observed on simulations, the second one is that the "landscape" of E 24' has a highly 
repulsive profile on D, N C" (like the "meeting line" min(f(x),g(x)) of two convex functions f 
and g with opposite monotonicity). In some way Lemma 30 that says that, for every x C C"N ?D,,, 
liminfy~x ]]~E2'~(y)]] >0 may appear as a consequence of this fact. 
About the practical implementation of the algorithm The above remarks naturally suggest an 
heuristic procedure to maximize the probability to reach the absolute minimum of E 24' or - at least 
- a local minimum lower than the absolute minimum of E2~l . This procedure consists in slowly 
increasing the number of points 
Sp l i t t ing  method:  
(1) Starting with 1 component and wait long enough so as Xctl)~ I:(col). 
(2) Sampling a /~-distributed stimulus, say ~12), then set Xl°):=(Xltl),cot2)). It is most likely that 
E2,~y0 ) < mincE~.~. 2 t,~(2) 
(3) etc. 
12,,2,,u ( lrtn I "~ (4) Assume that ~n-l~--~,-l)J is close enough to some (local) minimum of ~.2.~, ,_1. Sample a kt- 
distributed stimulus, say co~,_1~ and set X ° := (x(t~2'l), cot,-t )). Most likely E~'~'(X °)<minc  .... 
E~5~. 
Random sampling method: Assume that # has a 6 + e-moment for some e>0. This method 
consists in using a n-sample of a distribution v as a starting value for which the average quadratic 
~(EZ'u(YI . . . . .  Yn)) is O(n -2) (see subsection 4.3.3). A natural variant can be to consider a n-sample 
of the distribution #. 
6.3. The nonquadratic ase 
The main interest of the nonquadratic case is to obtain some bounds for numerical integration of 
smooth functions when p has no higher-order moment. Indeed, it is possible to carry out a rather 
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similar investigation on the standard stochastic gradient derived from E~ '~ (see [29]). However, the 
results are less satisfactory because, if CnN D, remains stable for the flow of the ODE, it is no 
longer true for the algorithm. The conclusion is then that all the above results holds, but a priori 
only on the event {X t visits infinitely many times C"}. 
Whatever may be the case, this drawback of the nonquadratic standard stochastic algorithm is not 
only a theoretical restriction: as the local minima of E~ '~ are all located inside C n (at least when 
supp(kt) = C), getting out C" is obviously a loss of time for the algorithm. So, a modification that 
bounds the algorithm inside C" appears as a valuable improvement as far as practical simulation is 
concerned. 
7. A first implementation 
7.1. Validation of  the algorithm in 2 dimension 
In view of the above theoretical results, a first experimental test of the stochastic gradient algorithm 
formerly described in Section 6 in a multi-dimensional setting seems essential prior to any valuable 
opinion on the method. Furthermore, this setting must lead to explicit computations. To this end, 
the parameters were set as follows d=2,  ~=2,  /.t= U([0, 112). 
First, why is this setting "computable"?: the tiling of the plane by regular hexagons of area 1 
makes up a Voronoi tessellation of ~2 related to the infinite sequence x=(x i ) ,~  of their centers. 
Now, for every i E t~*, 
IIx, -  oll 2 - 5 
(~) 18x/~" 
This tessellation of ~2 is minimal in the following sense: 
min limsup 1 ~ ~c I ] x i  - c°]]2 dco - 5 
(x,),~, n n i=1 i(X) 18X/3" 
The edge effects being negligible as n increases, one derives by scaling that, 
,,m(. min 
xE( [0 ,1 ]2)  '' 18~/~ ~ 0, 1604"'' 
It is interesting to notice that the minimum of E~ 2 over the grids yields the greater constant  Jgrids,2 := 
± ~ 0, 1666"''. 6 
In order to test the practical convergence ability of the algorithm to its global minimum, the 
starting value X ° was set at the optimal n-point grid provided by Lemma 13. "Optimal" means here 
that this nl × n2 grids achieves the minimum of [nl - n2[ under the constraint n ln2  = n. It tums out 
that this grid can be geometrically very far from the above "quasi-hexagonal" n-tuple, especially if 
n is prime. 
The test itself consists in two phases: 
an investigating phase made up of 106 uniform independent trials on [0, 1] 2, a constant step e, 
(proportional to the inverse of the size n of the n-tuple x, 
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Table 1 
n 1 2 3 4 5 6 
minE~ 0.1667 0 .1042 0 .0662 0 .0417 0 .0353 0 ,0278 
n minE~ 0.1667 0 .2084 0 .1986 0 .1666 0 .1765 0 .1667 
10 11 12 13 14 15 16 
0 .0170 0 .0156 0 .0142 0 .01317 0 .01207 0 .01125 0 .01034 
0 .1700 0 .1716 0 .1704 0 .1712 0 .1690 0 .16875 0 .16632 
29  . . .  36  . . .  49  . . .  64  
0 .005758 . . .  0 .0045995 . . .  0 .003365 . . .  0 .002571 





0.0214 0 .0185 
0 .1712 0 .1667 
25 . . .  
0 .006626 - . .  
0 ,165650 . . .  
81 . . .  
0 .002026 - . .  




a convergence phase made up of 2 × 106 uniform independent rials with a (slowly) decreasing 
step 
250 
et := elO6250 + t - 106 .  
A first qualitative analysis shows that if n is a square not lower than 16, X t goes to a "quasi- 
hexagonal" configuration which is most likely optimal in the above sense. When n = 4 and n = 9, 
the edge effects win out and the limit configuration is the square grid. In no case, an asymptotic 
sticking of the components is observed (see item ([3) in Theorem 37). 
When an explicit computation of the global minimum is tractable (n ~< 6, n~3)  using some 
symmetry tricks, no "false convergence" to metastable states (saddle-points) was observed, and no 
convergence to nonglobal local minima either. 
If n is not a square, the simulations suggest hat the farther n~ and n2 are from x/~ the slowest is 
the convergence. The structure of the starting configuration (a n × 1-grid is a straight line) is maybe 
at the origin of this phenomenon. 
Table 1 contains the estimates of E~ and nE~ computed in the test. 
Numerical application: Let f be a c~2-function such that [[f"[[o~ ~< 1. It follows from the above ta- 
ble that f[0,~l-' f(u)du can be approximated with an error less than 1/1000 using a 80-tuple quantizing 
vector. 
Simulation results are globally very satisfactory and quite compatible with an operating implemen- 
tation. Let us mention as a concluding remark that the sequence n ~ n 2 min E~ is not monotonous 
- -  it has some "local minima" at the perfect squares - -  and converges to 5/18v/-3 very slowly. 
Some examples of nonuniform quantizations: Here are some quantizations of [0, 1] 2 or ~2 with 
a 100-tuple. The simulation was processed according to the above specifications. The stimuli distri- 
bution # were specified as follows p := U([0, 112), 
( E' 'J21) #:=~A/  O; 1/2 1 ' 
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/~ :=/~2 with #~ := Exp(2) (truncated on [0, 1]) and /~ := ¼(U({(x,x), xE [0, 1]}) + U({(x, 1 - x), 
1 xE [0, 1]})) + ½U(D(O,-~)). 
• ° ° • . . , • 
° , • ° , . , • 
• • • • • , ° . 
• ° . . . . . .  
• ° . . . . . .  .-•-. : : -  • 
• , . . 
• • • ° ° • ° 
• ° • " .  • 
: : - . . . . ." 
°°  • • , ° • • ° . • 
, ° °  , . . . . . .  
• • • • - •  • .•  
° . 
7.2. Conclusion and comments 
When C= [0, 1] 2 and /t(dco)= U([0, 112), the quasi-hexagonal configuration being minimal, the 
asymptotic order for minE 2, O(n-~/2), is minimal too. Actually, this rate O(n -~/d) is optimal in any 
dimension when # is equivalent to the Lebesgue measure 2d on N d. Anyway it is better than the one 
obtained using n-tuples with low discrepancy. Furthermore, the better constant J~id related to any 
probability # on [0, 1] d satisfies J~d <J~.d ~ (d/2en) ~/2 as dT+cx~ where J~•a is the better constant 
for the U([0, 1] a) distribution. This is quite reasonable for numerical purpose. Some slightly less 
accurate bounds are available at finite range n for any n. A still more important feature is that similar 
bounds hold for non compactly supported istributions uch as gaussian vectors or 7 distributions. 
The quality of these results is due to the fact that our approach consists in minimizing an error 
modulus over all possible n-tuples while, most of the time, an error modulus (discrepancy, etc.) is 
simply computed at specific n-tuples, supposed to lead to a small values• 
The average asymptotic rate of the standard Monte Carlo method is a, ( f ) /x/~,  so, as long as 
integration of cg~-function is concerned, the space quantization method is definitely more efficient as 
long as ~ >/d/2 (i.e. ~ E [1,2]. If d = 1, ~ = 2 if d = 4). Furthermore the above rate of convergence of 
the Monte Carlo method is relevant only for large values of n, say n ~> 1000 and any numerical error 
bound needs to estimate . . .a2( f )  := f f2d / t - ( f  fdtt) 2. There is no doubt that the implementation of
the SQM for numerical integration is relevant in dimensions higher than 4. A reasonable upper bound 
for its validity is probably not less than d = 10, maybe much higher• Only large scale numerical tests 
can outline the validity area of the method• Of course, the classical Monte Carlo method remains 
more appropriate for very high-dimensional numerical integration or for numerical integration of 
nonregular functions. 
As a conclusion, it seems that the most promising properties of the SQM are: 
• it can be directly implemented with almost any simulatable distribution/z, 
• it is fully efficient even for small values of n, 
• it is deterministic and almost instantaneous (once the quantizing n-tuples are computed and 
stored)• 
• it provides some integration error bounds that take into account some "usual" function regularity 
measures (Lipschitz, ~-h61der). 
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